
 BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
SPLASH AWARDS





Bucks Splash Award 1
  NAMES                                                            

  I CAN…

  Take responsibility for my belongings 

  Get changed appropriately 

  Demonstrate 3 Rules: Toilet - Shower – 
  Blow nose 

  Wear my costume (hat if able)

  Choose/use swim equipment 

  Respond to objects of reference 

  Demonstrate familiarisation with 
  facilities e.g recognising male/female 
  cubicles 

  Demonstrate an aspect from The Water 
  Safety Code - where? How? 





Bucks Splash Award 2

  NAMES                                                            

  I CAN…

  Recognise Instructor

  Know to wait for an Instructor

  Wait for register

  Show an awareness of/engagement 
  with pool rules

  Sit/lie on edge, feet in water/feeling 
  edge of pool





Bucks Splash Award 3
  NAMES                                                            

  I CAN…

  Listen to lesson objective

  Choose equipment 

  Follow a verbal, visual, physical cue

  Explore the water with different body 
  parts (aided/unaided) 

  Enter the pool safely (with or without 
  assistance) 

  Wait for an instruction

  Be assisted to gently move/sway from 
  side to side

  Join in group activity or nursery 
  rhymes or songs

  Get out safely/be safe whilst assisted 
  out of the water





Bucks Splash Award 4
  NAMES                                                            

  I CAN…

  Enter the water safely

  Exit the water safely 

  Join in a group activity

  Move about in the pool with 
  occasional eye contact

  Have water trickled over my head, 
  ensuring water runs over the face

  Gently bob up and down whilst being 
  moved through the water

  
  Be assisted to move through the water 
  while facing away from helper 

  Submerge shoulders under the water





Bucks Splash Award 5

  NAMES                                                            

  I CAN…

  Enter water safely

  Exit water safely 

  Lift feet from the bottom of the pool  
  and move legs in the water

  Tap and splash water near face and 
  play with the water

  Submerge shoulders and allow my 
  helper to gently blow over my face and 
  eyes 

  Travel through water (at waist depth)





Bucks Splash Award 6

  NAMES                                                            

  I CAN…

  From sitting on the side of the pool/raft 
  with feet over the edge, gently move 
  into the water

  Float on my front/back and regain a 
  standing/vertical position (with or  
  without assistance)
  Lift my feet off the bottom of the pool 
  and move anywhere in the water, 
  maintaining eye contact (with or 
  without assist) 
  Lie in a back/front float position and 
  demonstrate a leg kick action (aids or  
  assisted)

  Push an object through the water

  Be assisted to move through the water 
  for 2 metres on the back





Bucks Splash Award 7
  NAMES                                                            

  I CAN…

  Enter the water safely, either 
  independently or using relevant 
  equipment, e.g. hoist and help as 
  necessary

  Move an object through the water 
  using the arms or legs

  Facing helper, turn through 180° to 
  face away from helper

  Splash water over own face

  Float on the front/back for 3 seconds 
  and regain an upright position 

  Be assisted to move through the water 
  for 5 metres on the front

  Be assisted to move through the water 
  for 5 metres on the back

  Exit the water safely either 
  independently or using relevant 
  equipment e.g. hoist. 





Bucks Splash Award 8
  NAMES                                                            

  I CAN…

  Kick legs at water surface on front and 
  back, using an action that can be 
  repeated, e.g. kicking up and down 

  Lie in back floating position and turn 
  180°

  Float on the front/back for 6 seconds 
  and regain an upright or standing 
  position

  Pick up an object placed under the 
  surface of the water 

  On front, demonstrate an arm pulling 
  action

  Blow bubbles at the water surface

  Lie on back and move through the 
  water while a helper creates some 
  turbulence in the water

  Push an object through the water using 
  the chin or nose





Bucks Splash Award 9
  NAMES                                                            

  I CAN…

  Kick 5 meters on the front/back holding 
  equipment

  Blow bubbles with mouth under water

  Submerge the face completely 

  Use legs to kick an object away from 
  them 3 or 4 times in succession 

  Push an object through the water for 2 
  metres whilst on front 

  
  Move through the water for 10 metres, 5   
  metres on the front and 5 metres on the  
  back 

  Pick up an object from the pool floor 

  Lie in back floating position and rotate 
  180° to a floating position on front 


